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ABSTRACT: SMARTTRONS is an engineering car developed by the Department of 
Chemical Engineering, Universitas Negeri Semarang, Indonesia, to compete in the annual 
Chem-E-Car competition. This car is powered by a set of thermoelectric generators 
(TEG), which utilises the heat gradient between two reactors: hot reactor (i.e., reaction 
of CaO + H2O) and cold reactor (ice + NaCl), with an average temperature gradient of 
83.4°C (356.55 K). The heat flux produced by the temperature difference is then converted 
into electric energy by the help of eight TEGs, which generate a maximum voltage of  
34.8 V. The temperature profile was analysed using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to 
gain understanding of the heat distribution for the heat sink. The sodium thiosulfate clock 
reaction was used as a stopping mechanism which stopped the car at a predicted time limit. 
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Additionally, a unique feature of this car is that the reactor and body of the car are mostly 
made from renewable local materials, i.e., wood and rattan.

Keywords: Chem-E-Car, heat gradient, power source, computational fluid dynamics, 
thermoelectric generator

1. INTRODUCTION

Chem-E-Car competition was first launched by the American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers (AIChE) to attract participants (especially engineering students) and 
motivate them to design and construct a prototype car powered by chemical 
reactions. This competition has grown from regional to international level. The 
rules are always being updated to increase the difficulty and challenge participants 
to design prototype cars for specific rules. The car needs to travel a particular 
distance and has to carry a certain amount of weight, which would be announced 
shortly before the competition starts. This additional criterion will increase 
the difficulty of the race. The main objective of this competition is to achieve 
educational outcomes such as developing hard and soft skills among participating 
contestants.1–4 In general, students from three different engineering majors (i.e., 
chemical, mechanical and electrical engineering) can participate in the Chem-E-
Car design and fabrication. The three main aspects of the design are mechanism 
of power source, stopping mechanism and aerodynamic behaviour.5 These aspects 
involve chemical engineering optimisation which can be obtained from data 
research.6–12

The most common design mechanisms in the competition involve galvanic/voltaic 
cells, built-up pressure and fuel cell technology. The galvanic/voltaic cell utilises 
electrochemical reaction to produce electricity. This electric current is transferred 
to an electric motor to run the car. The fuel cell technology meanwhile utilises 
reaction between hydrogen and oxygen to produce electricity to run the car. The 
built-up pressure concept uses gas products obtained from a chemical reaction. The 
produced gas increases the pressure that can be converted using pneumatic actuator 
to move the car’s wheels. Biological reactions have also been used by participants, 
but they are less utilised now due to low electricity production and result in slow 
movement.13 Each power source mechanism mentioned has advantages and 
disadvantages. For example, the power source obtained from the built-up pressure 
concept is the most powerful, but because it requires high pressure, the reaction 
tank must have a thick shell. This would affect the production cost as well as 
the safety and total weight of the car. It might not be efficient to run a car with a 
heavy load. Whereas, for the stopping mechanism, an iodine clock is a reaction 
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commonly used in Chem-E-Car development. The car will stop moving when 
the solution turns dark due to the iodine reaction, which subsequently cut off the 
electrical circuit through a photosensor.14 

A group of chemical engineering students from the Universitas Negeri Semarang 
(UNNES) has designed a Chem-E-Car prototype named Semarang Robotic 
Technology of UNNES’s Chemical Cars, or in short, SMARTTRONS. A 
combination of wood material and rattan was used to build the reactor and car body. 
In this car design, three reactors were used as the power source and were placed 
over the back wheels. Two reactors were used for exothermic reaction which acted 
as the hot reactors, whereas the third reactor was employed as a cooling bath, that 
is, the cold reactor. The stopping mechanism chosen followed the principle of the 
sodium thiosulfate clock reaction, which stopped the car once the reaction was 
completed. In the current study, the power generation and stopping mechanism 
of SMARTTRONS have been evaluated. To the best of our knowledge, research 
studies on similar Chem-E-Car concept are unavailable in the open literature.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Materials

The chemicals used for the main reaction (i.e., power source) and stopping 
mechanism were technical grade calcium oxide (CaO), sodium chloride (NaCl), 
sodium thiosulfate (Na2S2O3) and hydrochloric acid (HCl). All chemicals were 
obtained from a local market in Semarang city, Indonesia. The water supplied from 
a laboratory was also used in this work. The materials used in the car, i.e., wood 
and rattan were also obtained from Semarang. Thermoelectric generator (TEG 
SP1848-27145 SA, China) was used in the car design.

2.2 Methods

Several experiments were conducted to analyse specific properties and parameters 
that affect the car performance. The experimental study consists of two analyses, 
which are the power source and stopping mechanism.

2.2.1 Power source

The hot-side reactor chambers were filled with 336 g of CaO and 90 ml of water, 
which initiated a chemical reaction to form calcium hydroxide. The reaction 
itself is an exothermic reaction which released heat. The maximum temperature 
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achieved was approximately 90°C (363.15 K). The reactor chambers were isolated 
using aluminium foil to keep the heat and prevent heat loss to the surroundings. 
Whereas, the cold-side chamber was filled with a mixture of 200 g of NaCl  and 
600 g of ice, which produced a minimum temperature of –6.5°C (266.65 K). The 
temperature gradient between the cold-side and hot-side chambers acted as the 
power source or driving force to produce electricity. Eight thermoelectric generators 
were placed between the cold-side chamber and the hot-side chambers, which 
converted the temperature gradient into electrical power. The voltage produced by 
thermoelectricity, which was connected in a series, was measured over a period 
of 352 using an analogue multimeter (1000 V, Sanwa, Japan). The temperature 
profiles of the cold-side and hot-side reactors were measured using a digital 
thermometer (TES 1310 type-K), with an accuracy of ±0.1 K. The temperature 
distribution of the heat sink in the thermoelectric generator was further simulated 
by using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) ANSYS 14.5.

2.2.2 Stopping mechanism

Na2S2O3 clock reaction was selected as the stopping mechanism for the 
SMARTTRONS. The reaction between Na2S2O3 and HCl produced NaCl, SO2 
and water. The reaction completed when there was a change in colour from clear 
to opaque white. The change in colour of the sodium thiosulfate clock solution 
resulted in a change in the light-dependent resistor value. The duration of the 
sodium thiosulfate clock reaction was dependent on the molarity of the sodium 
thiosulfate used in the reaction, hence the volume and concentration of HCl were 
fixed at 10 ml and 1 M, respectively. A black reaction vessel was used to isolate the 
reaction from the ambient light. The vessel was modified with a small hole at the top 
of the vessel to allow the injection of the solution into the chamber using a syringe. 
The syringe was mounted in the vessel while the car was moving forward. About  
10 ml of 1 M of HCl was injected first into the vessel, followed by an injection of 
20 ml of Na2S2O3 at concentrations of 0.04 M, 0.05 M, 0.06 M, 0.07 M, 0.08 M, 
0.09 M and 0.10 M. The effect of Na2S2O3 concentration on the stopping time of 
the car was analysed and a mathematical model for the curve was generated. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Design of the Chem-E-Car SMARTTRONS

The SMARTTRONS car prototype has the dimension of 35 cm × 25 cm × 18 cm. 
A wood material was used for the reactor and chassis, whereas rattan material was 
used for the car body. Wood and rattan are abundant natural resources and easy 
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to obtain at a very low price. Moreover, they have strength properties which are 
comparable to conventional materials. The car has four wheels with two DC motor 
as the wheels drive or called 2WD. An Arduino microcontroller was employed to 
detect the colour change in the sodium thiosulfate clock reaction. The isolated vessel 
was used as the place for the stopping mechanism reaction. The SMARTTRONS 
schematic and design are depicted in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. Two reactors 
used for exothermic reaction as hot reactor and one reactor for cooling bath as a cold 
reactor. The dimension of hot reactors and cold reactor were 22 cm × 5 cm × 6 cm and  
22 cm × 6 cm × 6 cm, respectively, as shown in Figure 3. The reactor was covered 
using aluminium foil to keep the heat produced in the hot side reactor. Additionally, 
the car was also designed with the number of features which provide maximum 
safety operation. The hazard mitigation has been measured as follow: (1) coating the 
hot container with aluminium foil; (2) the vessel for sodium thiosulfate vessel must 
be closed very well to prevent exposure to the light; (3) car equipment and wiring 
are properly secured to prevent movement which can cause damage to the car;  
(4) low voltage and current are applied in the power supply of the vehicle to 
prevent electrical hazard; (5) the electrical components are also properly secured 
to prevent from the liquid drop; and (6) wood was used as a reactor material which 
also acted as an insulator material due to its lower heat conductivity.

Figure 1: Schematic of SMARTTRONS.
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Figure 2:  SMARTTRONS design showing (a) car body, (b) the power source and the 
stopping mechanism reactors, and (c) electronic device and motors.

Figure 3: Reactor design with TEG (1), hot reactor (2) and cold reactor (3).

3.2 Reactor Temperature Profile

The temperature profiles of hot-side and cold-side reactors are shown in Figure 
4. The temperature of hot-side reactor gradually decreased and followed by the 
increasing temperature of the cold-side reactor. The mathematical model for each 
reactor was obtained through the linear regression. The model can be used to 
analyse the temperature profile for each reactor as a function of time.
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Figure 4: The temperature profile of hot-side and cold-side reactors.

3.3 Voltage Profile

The voltage profile of the car is shown in Figure 5. The voltage produced gradually 
decreased with the time. The mathematical model was also generated through 
linear regression. This model can be used to predict the voltage generated during 
a certain period.

Figure 5: Voltage profile. 
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3.4 Heat Sink Temperature Profile with CFD Simulation

The heat sink is one of the important Chem-E-Car components to control heat 
under both forced and natural convection. The aim for heat sink simulation based 
on CFD was to obtain temperature distribution. The CFD modelling of electronic 
components becomes increasingly important in the design process. The model 
should be included in energy balance to obtain the temperature profile. The 
equation for energy balance is shown in Equation 1:

( ) .( )) .( ( . ))t E v E p k T h J v Seff j j j eff h2
2

d d d /t t x+ + = - + +  (1)

where keff is effective conductivity and Jj is diffusion flux. Sh is a source term which 
in this case was natural convection generated from each base plate.15 In this project, 
heat sink component was built from bismuth with heat dissipation rate of 1.6 W 
m–3. The geometry of the heat sink is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: SMARTTRONS project heat sink geometry.

The heat sink is constructed from 196 pillars with a dimension of 1 mm × 1 mm 
and was trapped between two plates. The distance between two plates is 3 mm 
and 2.8 mm between the centre point of each pillar. The top and bottom plate 
have a dimension of 40 mm × 40 mm with 1 mm thickness. The grid generation 
was further constructed to different boundary conditions to solve the temperature 
profile. The boundary conditions for heat sink is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Boundary conditions of SMARTTRONS project heat sink (A = top plate 
defined as the wall; B = bottom plate defined as the wall; C = side of the bottom 
and top plate defined as the wall where heat flux equals 0; D = pillars defined 
as convection wall which where natural convection occurred).

Full hexahedral with 3987 elements were selected in the heat sink meshing, with 
average skewness of 0.113 was considered as an excellent meshing (average 
skewness < 0.25). The CFD simulation has been conducted for natural convection 
phenomenon between two heat sink plate at steady state condition. The temperature 
distribution inside the heat sink is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Temperature distribution profile of SMARTTRONS project heat sink.

As the boundary conditions, the heat sink was divided into three regions which 
are top plate, bottom plate and pillars (convection region). The heat transfer was 
occurring from bottom plate to top plate. The range of temperature of the heat sink 
was 363 K (bottom plate) to 267 K (top plate). However, each region has different 
trends of temperature profile. The temperature profile of each region is shown in 
Table 1.
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Table 1: Temperature distribution profile of SMARTTRONS project heat sink.

Region Highest temperature 
(K)

Lowest temperature 
(K)

Temperature difference 
(K)

Bottom plate 363 336 27

Pillar bottom half 336 310 26

Top half 310 288 22

Top plate 288 267 21

According to the table, the load to dissipate the temperature was almost evenly 
distributed. However, there was a slightly different load shown by the temperature 
difference from each region. The region around the bottom plate (hot side) has 
a relatively higher load of work due to higher heat dissipation. The variety of 
temperature difference between each region exhibited uneven heat dissipation. The 
heat sink needs to be built asymmetrically, in which the bottom plate is thicker so 
that a load of heat dissipation will distribute evenly.

3.5 Stopping Mechanism

The stopping mechanism analysis result is exhibited in Figure 9. As seen in the 
figure, the time of sodium thiosulfate clock reaction decreased exponentially when 
the concentration of sodium thiosulfate increased. The mathematical model of the 
stopping mechanism was generated through exponential regression. This model 
can be used to calculate the sodium thiosulfate concentration required for the car 
to stop at the desired distance by assuming the car speed is constant.

Figure 9: Stopping mechanism performance, i.e., concentration of sodium thiosulfate 
with time.
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4. CONCLUSION

In this study, SMARTTRONS car prototype has been designed and constructed 
using eco-friendly materials such as wood and rattan. The car is powered by a 
set of TEG, which utilises the temperature gradient between the hot-side and 
cold-side reactors with an average temperature gradient of 83.4°C (356.55 K). 
The TEG were placed on both sides of the reactors. The car was also designed 
for the maximum safety consideration. Based on the results, the temperature of 
hot-side reactor gradually decreased as followed by the increase of temperature 
of the cold-side reactor. Temperature distribution profile of the car heat sink has 
been modelled using CFD analysis. The CFD analysis showed different trends of 
temperature profile for each region which showed uneven heat dissipation. The 
asymmetrical heat sink geometry was recommended for the future study. Whereas, 
the stopping mechanism analysis result showed that the higher concentration of 
sodium thiosulfate, the faster the car comes to a stop.
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